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B

Let’s Keep the Giving Going
Known for our December-blooming amaryllis and
Christmas décor, Breck’s Gifts is synonymous with
holiday giving. And now we’ve expanded our spring
product line with more options than ever for
gardeners and gifters.
Whether you’re shopping for Easter, Mother’s Day, a
birthday or Earth Day, our unique garden accessories,
living gifts and gourmet goodies offer a bit of whimsy,
lasting beauty and craveable small-batch flavors.
A

Well Hello,
Spring!
A. Miracle Amaryllis—the best
winter red since the cardinal.
We’ve paired our biggest and best
solid red amaryllis with everyone’s
favorite red bird. A must-have for
collectors, Miracle delivers 1–2 sturdy
stalks per bulb, each with up to five
6–7" flowers. Available as a one- or
two-bulb planting in our sleek and
sturdy melamine pots. EXCLUSIVE.
60625 Miracle Amaryllis in Cardinal
Pot (4½"h, 5" dia.) $27.99
60628 Miracle Amaryllis in Cardinal
Pot Duo (5½"h, 7" dia.) $39.99
Deluxe Amaryllis Stakes
(16½"h, 4¼" dia.)
97647 Single $9.99
39715 Set of 2 $15.99

C
A. Garden Boots Planter
Hand-painted resin planter looks
remarkably like your favorite pair of
garden boots freshly caked with mud.
Just add real dirt inside for succulents
or small cascading plants to thrive.
Generous planting chambers with
drainage holes provide adequate
room for soil and plant roots.
63550 (10"h, 6¾"w, 8"l; Each planting
chamber: 10"d, 2½"w, 4½"l) $29.99

C

C. Vintage Pulley with Hanging Planters
Clever container combo keeps two natural beauties in
balance. Add a few plants and hang it high from a porch
ceiling or tall shepherd’s hook. Authentic pulley design allows
buckets to move up and down for easy watering or personal
whim. Durable wood and metal construction.
61491 (53"h; Two 6½" dia. pots) $49.99

B. Gervase Amaryllis
in Farmhouse Chic Pot
Rustic modernism meets radiant
beauty in our new spring bulb gift.
Once the spectacular Gervase
Amaryllis blooms are finished for the
season, the galvanized planter can be
repurposed to hold candy or kitchen
utensils. EXCLUSIVE.
90069 (4¾"h, 5¼" dia.) $29.99

2 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149

D

D. Wine Bottle Bird Feeder
Looking like it was made from a vintner’s crate, our winethemed bird feeder delivers nourishing seed to your
feathered friends while you drink in the view. Simple design
allows for the included bottle to be replaced with one from
your own collection.
61495 (15"h, 6½"w, 6½"d) $44.99
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Gift Ideas

A

E

FOR THE GARDENER

A. Gardening Angel Wind
Chime
Part sculpture, part mini sound
garden, this winsome wind
chime is simply charming on
a shepherd’s hook, hovering
above spring blooms. Ten pieces
of pretty pastel glass sway just
below the powder-coated metal
frame to create soft, tinkling
tones in the breeze.
72705 (21½"h, 7"w, 2"d)

C

GARDEN TOOL
SHARPENER

$39.99

B. Herb Garden Candle
Eco-friendly gift upcycles from fragrant candle to thriving herb garden. Clay pot
arrives filled with a basil-scented, soy wax candle that burns slow and clean for
60 hours. Reclaim the container, and you’re ready to plant the provided seed disc
that includes basil, oregano and parsley.
72709 (4½"h, 5" dia.) $29.99

D
BRECK’S ROSEWOOD
PRUNERS

C. Garden Tool Sharpener

B

Give your old tools a new edge. Simply soak the
whetstone in water and run it along the tool’s edge.
Use the gray side for the initial sharpening and the
orange side for achieving a perfect finish.
60623 (6"h, 2"w, 1"d) $6.99

D. Breck’s Rosewood Pruners
Heirloom-look pruners feature stainless steel blades
and solid rosewood handles. Presented in a sturdy gift
box, this trusted tool cuts as good as it looks.
64273 (¾"h, 2½"w, 8"l) $59.99

E. Mixed Spring Bulb Garden
Sixteen bulbs arrive ready to sprout and grow in our
Easter-inspired woven basket. In just a few weeks, a
rainbow of blooms will appear and continue to bring
cheer. Bulb varieties include Princess Irene Tulip,
White Marvel Hyacinth, My Story Narcissus, King of
the Striped Crocus and Scilla. EXCLUSIVE.
23715 (4¾"h, 8¼" dia.) $49.99

4 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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A

A. Waxed Amaryllis
Jumbo amaryllis bulbs are carefully coated in protective wax. This
seals in all the moisture and energy needed to produce their big,
beautiful, pink-and-white blooms. Each comes equipped with a
metal stand at the bottom for stability.
63560 Happy Mother’s Day (32/34 cm) $29.99
63561 Spring Painting (32/34 cm) $29.99

Make Mom's Day

B. Sitting Rory Rabbit Statue
Crafted of durable, long-lasting resin, our bashful bunny is hand painted to look
like aged concrete. We named him Rory, but you can call him anything you like.
Makes a great Easter gift!
73125 (16"h, 6½"w, 6"d) $29.99

C

B

WITH A SPECIAL DELIVERY

A

C. Red Raspberry Popcorn
Made with real red raspberry juice—and you can tell! A grown-up twist on
traditional candy-coated corn, this sweet-tart treat is like nothing you’ve ever
tried. In our office tasting, each mouthwatering piece had us reaching for another.
63569 (10 oz) $9.99

D. Living Loft Succulent Planter
House-shaped metal frame holds a handpainted ceramic planter—the perfect
home for trendy succulents (not included).
Planter does not have drainage holes, so
it’s safe for indoor surfaces.
61504 (7½"h, 7½"w, 4½"d; Planter
height: 4") $19.99

E. Hummingbird Accent Light

D
6 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149

Part functional lamp, part nature
painting, this gallery-worthy gift adds a
soft glow to any room. A strand of lights
tucked inside shines through the frosted,
crackled glass, illuminating the hand-painted
calla lilies and ruby-throated hummingbird
on the outside.
73329 (8¾"h, 4½"w, 4½"d) $24.99

D
E
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A

Green Thumb Optio nal

D

GARDEN-INSPIRED GIFTS FOR EVERYONE!

A. Kissing Dutch Couple Statues
Vintage-looking statues give any Dutch bulbA
garden a little extra European flair. Made of
durable, lightweight resin, this precious pair will
bring years of enjoyment indoors or out, without
any heavy lifting!
95625 Set of 2 (Boy: 13½"h, 7½"w, 8½"d; Girl:
11¾"h, 7"w, 7½"d) $49.99

B. Beehive Wind Chime
Understated garden mobile offers muted
sounds and neutral shades. Stoneware
bees and baubles gently sway in the breeze,
creating peaceful tones. Makes a great gift for
a newly married couple or any bee devotee.
60647 (4" dia., 30"l) $24.99

C. Daffodil Garden Stakes
A flower fantasy come true! Our giant
metal daffodils are always in bloom and
more than double the size of their reallife counterparts.
61469 Yellow Daffodil Stake
(50"h, 13"w, 7¼"d) $34.99
61471 White Daffodil Stake
(42¼"h, 12"w, 6½"d) $29.99

over 4
ft tall!

B

D. Daffodil Delight Bulb Garden
This generous bulb garden gift grows up to
be a cheery bouquet of sunshine in just a few
weeks. Wooden, white-picket pot is incredibly
charming before and after the Attraction
Daffodil blooms arrive. EXCLUSIVE.
63594 (6" dia.) $39.99

E

E. Key Lime Coolers

C

8 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149

Bring the tropics home with
bite-sized cookies bursting with
the signature sweet-tart
taste of Key lime pie.
Masterfully baked
by Byrd’s Cookies
and presented in a
decorative tin.
23817 (Square 6"
tin contains about 42
cookies.) $12.99
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No Occasion Necessary
GIFTS THAT MAKE ANY

DAY SPECIAL

A
A. Backyard Bird Brew–4 Pack
Our beer-shaped birdseed blend is a “crafty” way to feed
your feathered friends. Each nutritious bottle is made from
sunflower seeds and proso millet harvested in America’s
heartland. Burlap loops are attached at the tops for hanging.
60527 (7½"h, 2"w) $24.99

see me in action at brecksgifts.com

F
B. Labyrinth Puzzle

A

C

B

Captivating Labyrinth Puzzle
encourages “mobile
gaming” in its purest
form. Made from
ethically sourced
rosewood, our
handheld maze
challenges players
to coax five metal
balls into the middle.
Place this fair-trade
item on a side table, and
smart phones will have
some serious competition.
60646 (1"h, 5¾" dia.) $15.99

E

E. Miniature Wooden Bowling Set
Fun is at your fingertips with our tabletop
bowling set. The perfect gift for the office
dweller, it’s sure to inspire smiles to spare.
63564 (1¾"h, 4"w, 11½"l) $14.99

F. Money Tree Bonsai
Believed by Feng Shui masters to bring
good fortune, the Money Tree, or Pachira
aquatica, is a time-honored treasure and
a perfect gift for gardening beginners.
Easy to grow (even in low light or dry
conditions).
90075 (10–12"h) $59.99

C. Wine Jelly–Set of 2
Hand poured in an Oregon candy kitchen, our gourmet wine jellies
are made with real White Merlot or Cabernet Sauvignon and not
much else. A great gift for the wine lover or Easter hostess. Set of two
arrives in a cute wooden crate topped with a wine-red bow.
72846 (8 oz each) $17.99

D. Vineyard Sweets
Wine-flavored gummies for grown-ups! A staple of French candy shops,
these pâtes de fruits sparkle with intense, wine-infused flavors. Set
includes equal amounts of White Zinfandel, White Merlot and Cabernet
flavors.
27686 (8 oz) $16.99

10 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149

D

G. Jumbo Wooden Dominos
Both classic and unconventional, our
Jumbo Dominoes game can be counted
on for big family fun! Tiles are three times
the size of traditional dominoes. Set of 28
Jumbo Dominoes includes a drawstring
fabric storage bag.
63563 (Each domino: 6"l, 3"w) $34.99

G
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B

C

A. Suncatchers
Handcrafted stained-glass suncatchers in the shapes
of two pretty pollinators are incredibly well made
to weather the outdoors. Vibrant
colors will not fade or peel.
Included suction cup provides a
secure grip to any window.
73399 Dragonfly Suncatcher
(6"l, 4½"w, ¼"d)
$19.99
73398
Hummingbird
Suncatcher
(5¾"l, 6½"w, ¼"d)
$19.99

E

A

B. 8" Solar Mosaic Orb
Hang this orb anywhere the sunlight can reach it, then stand back and
watch its teardrop-shaped pieces put on a glittery, grin-inducing show!
Solar panel on top gathers the sun’s rays by day. Then, as night falls, the
orb’s stored-up energy powers a light inside, casting colorful shadows on
surrounding walls and walkways.
60711 (Orb: 8" dia.; Chain: 7¾"l) $39.99
C. Glass Flower Stake
Give your summer blooms a hand-painted head start. Our jumbo glass
flower looks like it should be part of a museum exhibit, but it’s durable
enough to display in your own garden gallery.
60620 (43"h, 12"w, 7"d; Three 4½" prongs) $49.99

D

Celebrate
the
Art of

Gardening
E. Candy Floss Amaryllis in Floral Pot

Perfect for a winter birthday or to say “thank
you” to someone deserving, our Candy Floss
Amaryllis gift boasts huge, mauve-colored
flowers nearly 9" across! Each premium, healthy
bulb arrives in our melamine, watercolorinspired pot. Includes care instructions for this
blooming season and beyond.
90067 (4½"h, 5¼" dia.) $29.99

D. Lavender Potpourri Candle Set
With a fragrant pillar candle as its “scenterpiece,” our perfectly purple gift
set offers more than meets the eye. Both the 3" x 4" candle and large-chunk
potpourri emit a pleasing lavender scent, prized for its calming effects. Arrives
wrapped in clear cellophane with a matching violet bow for effortless gift giving.
150-hour burn time.
72813 (5½"h, 7¼" dia.) $29.99

12 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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Easy, Breezy

A

A. Satsuki Azalea Bonsai

Accents

Grown in Japan for centuries, Satsuki Azalea was born to be a bonsai! And
with its bright pink blooms in May and June, it’s also the perfect gift for
Mother’s Day. Each petite plant is carefully grown four years to a height of
6–8" before leaving the greenhouse in its glazed clay pot. (Glaze color may
vary.) Humidity tray included.
05489 (6–8"h) $59.99

B. Recycled Glass Bird Wind Chime
Handcrafted in Bali of native wood and recycled glass cutouts, our whimsical
wind chime is as socially conscious as it is incredibly colorful. This is a fairtrade item, so each artisan is directly paid a living wage for their work.
60613 (18"h, 10½"w, 1¼"d) $29.99

D

B

C

D

C. Spring Wren Birdseed Casita
Our Birdseed Casita is a house and feeder in one! After the premium
birdseed coating has been eaten, the wooden structure is still useful as a
shelter—or you can create a new edible exterior using honey or peanut
butter and the seed of your choice.
60587 (7"h, 6½"w, 5½"d) $34.99

D. Blue Butterfly Wind Spinnner
Our cool Blue Butterfly Wind Spinner is almost always in flight—or light. A
gentle breeze is all it takes to spin the butterflies around the nearly 7' tall
stake. Solar panel gathers and stores energy during the day that lights up
the blue, crackled-glass globe at night.
61468 (81¼"h, 29¾"w, 6½"d) $79.99

14 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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Garden Month

A. Colorful Acrylic Hummingbird

BULB

A

OF THE

Our legendary Bulb
Garden of the Month
Club™ delivers premium
plants that grow right
before your eyes.

Talk about a special delivery—a new garden will arrive each
month, already sprouting and soon to bloom. Our May
garden, featuring jumbo pink-and-white amaryllis, makes a
great first impression in its classic woven basket. Additional
bulb gardens will arrive in green nursery pots that fit nicely
in the original basket. A thoughtful preview letter makes the
grand announcement that monthly treasures are on their way.
EXCLUSIVE.

May

June

Pink-and-White Amaryllis

August
Lilies

Daffodils

September
Paperwhites

CLUB

Placed in a sunny spot, our multi-hued hummingbird adds a rainbow to any
room. With the appearance of delicate crystal, it’s made of durable acrylic for
a lifetime of enjoyment. Includes ribbon for hanging.
66549 (9"h, 5½"w, 2¼"d) $24.99

TM

Bulb Garden of the Month ClubTM
63603 3-Month Club,
May–July $149.99 ($15)*
63606 6-Month Club,
May–October $279.99 ($30)*
*indicates additional shipping surcharge

July

Mixed Bulb Garden

B. Friendly Neighbor
Tulip Garden
A dozen premium tulip bulbs will
arrive carefully planted in our
charming, white-picket pot. In
just a few weeks, your grateful
recipient will be enjoying a rainbow
of Holland’s signature flowers in
full bloom. Contains four bulbs
each of three vibrant tulip varieties:
Purple Flag, Kikomachi and Orange
Cassini. EXCLUSIVE.
72864 (6" dia.) $34.99

October

Amaryllis Trio

B

16 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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A

Delight
in
t he

Details

C

A. Adele Amaryllis in Abstract Blue Pot
Make someone’s day (and weeks) with a living
gift they’ll love to watch grow. Adele Amaryllis
arrives already sprouting in our sturdy metal
container with an artful abstract print. In days,
bright green foliage will emerge and in 6–8
weeks an even bigger surprise is in store—rosy
pink, 6–7" blooms that will be well worth the
wait. EXCLUSIVE.
90068 (4½"h, 5¼" dia.) $29.99

B. Dutch Shoe Planter
Indoor/outdoor planter holds succulents and
other small varieties in style. Dutch-inspired
details include a windmill flanked by tulips,
along with a banner that commemorates over
200 years of Breck’s service to American
gardeners. Built-in hanger in the heel makes
it easy to display on a fence or garden gate.
Plants not included.
72863 (4½"h, 9½"w, 3¼"d) $19.99

at night

B
E

C. Spiral Glass Solar Stakes–Set of 3
Durable blown-glass solar lights add bold
color and artistic flair to the landscape.
Dazzling accents by day, they store the
sun’s rays to power the lights at night.
60621 (20"h, 3¼" dia.) $69.99

D

D. Rainbow Kitty Chime
Made of metal and recycled colored glass,
our compartmentalized cat sways and
shimmies in the breeze, seemingly alive and
ready to pounce. A great gift for cat lovers.
61487 (23"h, 21"w, 1½"d) $34.99

E. Dancing Fairy Statue
This dainty sprite is anything but demure when
she casts her spell over nature’s realm. From
her delicate wings to the tips of her toes, she
is specially painted to resemble weathered
bronze, complete with a rich patina.
61494 (10"h, 5"w, 3"d) $22.99

18 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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A
B

B. Hori Hori Ultimate Garden Tool with Sheath

A. Filigree Solar Stake
Solar-powered, ornamental ball sits
atop a low-profile stake and emits
a stunning, filigree pattern onto
surrounding surfaces. Light either side
of a path, enhance a container display or use it in your garden to
illuminate ground cover at night.
61493 (Ball: 7" dia.; Stake: 5½"h) $19.99

Hori Hori (“Dig Dig” in Japanese) features both straight and serrated blades,
a depth measure, and even a twine cutter that doubles as a bottle opener.
Perfect for digging, cutting, planting and trenching. Comfortable walnut
handle has a handy steel tip strong enough to pound stakes into the ground.
61445 (13¼"h, 2"w, 2"d) $49.99

C

Send a
Little
Zen
E

C. Flower Lantern Wireless Speaker
Host an after-hours garden party with color-changing LED lights and powerful
sound! Our lighted, waterproof speaker is cleverly concealed inside a flowershaped metal shade, which can either hang from its removable chain or sit
on a flat surface. Plays music up to 30' away from a phone or any Bluetoothenabled device. Recharges with included USB cable. Great for camping!
63587 (Lantern: 8½"h, 6¾" dia.; Chain: 12½"l) $99.99

D. Standing Cat Statue

D

Adds a fun and frisky touch indoors or out! Position this agile cat next to
a favorite garden plant, and your neighbors may think there’s a real kitty
batting at the leaves. Made of durable, weather-resistant resin painted to
look like cast bronze.
61499 (16¼"h, 7"w, 6"d) $24.99

E. Fukien Tea Bonsai
Known for its little white blooms and a trunk that becomes beautifully gnarled
with age, Fukien Tea is a favorite among bonsai enthusiasts. This gift pairs a
4-year-old Fukien Tea plant with our unique Zen Reflections pot, complete
with fisherman figure and reflecting pond.
63562 (8–10"h) $64.99

20 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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Spring
Surprises

A. She Shed Bird House

Male birds may have the prettiest plumage, but we bet
they’ll be just a little jealous of this chic new nesting spot.
Decked out with adorable details like a window flower
box and welcome mat, it’s as feminine as it is functional.
Convenient trap-door in the back provides easy access
for cleaning.
63567 ( 7"h, 7½"w, 6½"d) $49.99

B

D. Spring Parade Bulb Garden
Packed with 21 premium bulbs
and five types of flowers, this
abundant 8" basket will soon
be abloom with ruby tulips
that hover above clouds of
Narcissus and Scilla and a
deep blue sea of irises. A
perfumed hyacinth adds to
the pageantry and will fill
the whole room with its
fantastic fragrance.
Fun to watch for
weeks! EXCLUSIVE.
61467 (8" dia.)

$49.99

D

B. Best of Friends Cat Statue
Quietly contemplating the wings of his butterfly friend, our
curious kitty brings a sweet scene to any garden setting. Equally
charming as an “indoor cat”—try him out on the hearth or in a
sunny solarium. Made of durable, weather-resistant resin.
60736 (11"h, 6"w, 8½"d) $24.99

A

C

large access
door in back

C. Bunny Statue Trio
This abstract rabbit threesome is ideal for the gardener who likes
things cute and contemporary. Made of lightweight resin painted to
look like concrete, their neutral gray color and simple design makes
them the perfect companions for colorful spring blooms.
63559 (Small: 8"h, 3¼" dia.; Medium: 10"h, 4" dia.; Large: 12¼"h, 3½"
dia.) $39.99

22 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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A

Make it Mother
Nature’s Day

A. Audubon Singing
Bird Clock

Every hour, a new
North American songbird
sings sweetly to announce
the time. Built-in light sensor
quiets the clock when the
room is dark. Requires 3 AA
batteries (not included).
72708 (1¾"h, 13" dia.) $39.99

D. Beneficial Insect Habitat

D

Care for your garden as nature intended—with the help of useful
insects. A variety of housing materials meet the different needs of
pollinators and other beneficial bugs, including mason bees, ladybugs,
butterflies and more. Durable wood construction holds up to nature’s
elements.
61301 (18½"h, 12"w, 5½"d) $59.99

E. Hummingbird Ring
Feed hummingbirds from your hand in just a few easy steps! A great gift
for seniors, children or any bird lover, the refillable ring uses any type of
nectar. Works best when introduced near an established
hanging feeder. Top-rack dishwasher safe.
61500 (1¾"h, 2" dia.) $6.99

C
E

B. Leaf Shaped Birdbath with Stand
A gorgeous glass basin and lightweight metal base give this birdbath
a modern look and universal appeal. Shallow depth is safe for smaller
songbirds and more closely imitates a natural puddle. This versatile accent
piece also looks great indoors without any water at all.
61488 (18"h, 14"w, 15"d) $49.99

C. Colorful Mosaic Hummingbird Feeder

F. Birdseed Wine Bottles

This artsy garden accent is a treat for both humans and
hummingbirds! “Attractive” mosaic glass means there’s no need
to add red food dye to your homemade nectar recipe. Holds 12
fluid ounces. Includes a convenient S-hook for hanging.
60710 (8"h, 4"d) $14.99

Gather feathered friends and
break out a bottle. Wine-shaped
birdseed blends include proso
millet, sunflower seeds and
other nutritious treats songbirds
crave. Gift includes two bottles
(one red, one white) arranged
attractively in a shrink-wrapped
box. Send the set or split it
between two bird lovers.
60728 Set of 2 (Each 2 lb
bottle: 11½"h, 3" dia.) $39.99

G

F

G. Robin Nester

B

24 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149

Specifically designed with robins
in mind, our savvy shelter
provides nesting robins a safe
haven from predators and harsh
weather. Features a rattan
landing platform and a low
dividing wall to parcel off the
roosting space. Lightweight and
easy to hang in hedges, ivy or
along sheltered walls.
60619 (6"h, 11"w, 6"d) $17.99
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Earthly Treasures

B

A. Gardenia Bonsai
Everything you love about gardenias—glossy foliage, white suede blooms
and that legendary scent—all in a marvelous miniature package! Each
plant is nurtured four years to a height of 6–8" tall before it’s ready to
ship to your lucky recipient. This item cannot ship to Arizona.
05487 (6–10"h) $59.99

B. Essential Garden
Seat with Tools

A

Our convenient folding seat keeps
your favorite gardener off the ground
with tools at the ready. Included
trowel, hand fork and weed puller fit
neatly in the sturdy canvas pockets.
Extra pockets can hold pruners,
gloves, cell phone and more.
64314 (13"h, 14"w, 11¾"d) $39.99

C. Best Dirt Garden Bag
Our earthy green, fabric
tote lets everyone know that
plants are a high priority.
Fully lined bag is topped with
sturdy handles. Makes a great
reusable shopping sack, book
tote or casual purse.

61506 (Bag: 14½"h, 17"w;
Handles: 12") $14.99

D. Gourmet Salts

E. Turtle Hide-A-Key

Surprise your favorite foodie with
small-batch artisan salts. These pure
ocean salts are blended with just
the right spices to perk up popcorn,
potatoes, eggs, chicken and more!
Friends Forever Honey Salt features
a touch of sweet, crystallized honey,
and perfectly zesty French Picnic Salt
is made with dried mustard, garlic
and herbs.
72816 French Picnic Sea Salt
(6 oz) $9.99
69444 Friends Forever Honey Salt
(6 oz) $9.99

Our unassuming turtle looks
like an ordinary garden statue
while it discreetly hides a
spare key. Can also be used
for convenient access to a
potting-shed key or to hide
tiny treasures indoors. Made
of stained and sealed concrete
for weather resistance.
73126 (Overall: 2½"h, 3½"w,
5¼"d; Key compartment: ½"h,
2½"w, 2"d) $24.99

E

C

D

26 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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A

Feather Their Nest
B

C

B. Peanut Butter Mason Jar Feeders
Our set of two 9.2 oz mason jars are filled with a special peanut butter suet blend
that wild birds just love. Once the jars are empty, they can easily be refilled for the
birds or cleaned out to be used in the kitchen. Set includes twine for hanging and cute
country-style lids.

61472 (3½"h, 4"w, 2½"d) $14.99

A. Candy Floss Amaryllis in Butterfly Pot
Marshmallow chicks and jelly beans are
predictable Easter offerings, but this pretty
pastel treat will be unexpected—and just
as sweet! Dressed perfectly for any spring
occasion, Candy Floss Amaryllis is ready to
sprout and grow upon arrival in our metal
pot emblazoned with watercolor butterflies.
Within weeks, its fast-growing foliage will be
loaded with huge pink flowers nearly 9" across!
EXCLUSIVE.
63592 (4½"h, 5¼" dia.) $29.99

D

C. Glass Feather Mobile
Glass feathers in a brilliant mix
of Southwest-inspired shades
look and sound beautiful when
they sway in a summer breeze.
A dazzling piece, especially in a
sunny spot where the feathers
can catch the light.
61503 (27"l, 10"w) $21.99

D. Spring Cottage Birdhouse
Made of sturdy wood with faux flower
accents and a white picket fence, this
adorable bird abode appeals to wrens
and other small species. An extra-large
trap door in back makes it a breeze
to clean between avian tenants. Metal
loop attached to the roof allows hasslefree placement on a hook or tree.
60585 (6¼"h, 8"w, 6"d) $29.99

28 Order anytime 1.877.846.8149
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B. Pressed Flower Craft Kit

A

Keep your best blooms frozen in
time. This unique gift includes a
wood frame and blotting paper to
help properly preserve cut flower
blooms and foliage. Ideal for
flower enthusiasts of all ages.
61373 (6¾"h, 5¼"w, ½"d) $9.99

C. Lavender Beauty Bulb
Garden
A memorable gift for a birthday,
baby shower or any spring
occasion, this exclusive assortment
of 23 bulbs arrives pre-planted and
ready to sprout. In just three short
weeks, the first bulbs will begin to
bloom, perfectly complemented by
our two-tone woven basket. Bulb
varieties include Blue Ribbon Tulip,
Purple Voice Hyacinth and Mini Star
of Bethlehem. EXCLUSIVE.
27682 (4¾"h, 8¼" dia.) $49.99

Lavender with Love
C

A. Lavender Spa Gifts
Made with lavender from the famous fields of Sonoma, California, these two gifts bring the spa
experience home. Take-Out Box includes potpourri sachet, bar soap, bath salts and a 20-hour
candle. Incredibly soft lavender blanket has a weighted inner layer of flaxseed and dried lavender
that can be microwaved to release a relaxing fragrance and comforting heat. (4.2 lbs)
60697 Lavender Take-Out Box (4"h, 4½"w, 3½"d) $24.99
60698 Aromatic Lavender Warming Blanket (18"w, 45"l) $89.99

Ordering and Delivery
SHOP ONLINE AT
BrecksGifts.com
OR CALL

1.877.846.8149
99835 Gift Certificates
Give the gift of choice and make your
shopping easier. Presented in a package
complete with a colorful card and catalog, a
Breck’s® Gift Certificate lets your recipient
choose what suits them.
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No time for traditional mail? Breck’s e-Gift
Certificates are available online and will
arrive via email within an hour.
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Up to $25.00
$8.99
$25.01–$35.00
$10.99
$35.01–$50.00
$12.99
$50.01–$65.00
$13.99
$65.01–$80.00
$15.99
$80.01–$100.00
$16.99
$100.01–$125.00
$18.99
$125.01–$150.00
$21.99
$150.01 and up, 14% of merch total
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B

GIFT DELIVERY SCHEDULE
We can ship your order now, as outlined below, or you can reserve your
gift today, and schedule it to arrive when you choose. We will also add a
gift message to your package label at your request. Make your selections
at checkout when ordering online, or one of our phone associates will
be happy to assist you.

STANDARD DELIVERY
Most orders are shipped from our warehouse and are delivered within
7–10 working days from the order date. If the item is not available, we
will promptly notify you. Items ordered together are not always shipped
together. If shipping gifts to multiple recipients, $3.99 will be added for
each additional address. Sorry, we cannot ship products to APO/FPO
addresses or outside of the 48 contiguous United States.

OPTIONAL UPGRADED DELIVERY
We’ll deliver most items within 3–4 business days from receipt of your
order to any FedEx shippable address within the 48 contiguous states.
An additional fee of $7.99 for each delivery address will apply.

BRECK’S GIFTS 100%
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
We ship only the healthiest of plants. If your living gift has received the
recommended care and doesn’t perform to your satisfaction within 30
days, please let us know and we will replace it or give you a merchandise
credit. If you are not delighted with your décor purchase, simply return it
within 60 days for a courteous credit or exchange.

Order Deadlines (by noon) for
Guaranteed Holiday Deliveries
Holiday

Standard Delivery

Upgraded Delivery

Easter

April 14, 2019

April 15, 2019

Mother’s Day

May 5, 2019

May 6, 2019

Mail: P.O. Box 65 Guilford, IN 47022-0065

Fax: 513.354.1505
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If undelivered, please return to:
P.O. Box 65
Guilford, IN 47022-0065

Account No.
Offer Code

PRSRT STD
U.S. Postage

PAID

BRECK’S

ORDER BY NOON

April 14 FOR

EASTER DELIVERY
ORDER BY NOON

May 5 FOR

MOTHER’S DAY
DELIVERY
BRECKSGIFTS.COM
1 • 877 • 846 • 8149
BRECKSGIFTS.COM 100% SECURE, EASY TO USE. BRECK’S GIFTS © 2019 BGEM-CV01-S19
1 • 877 • 846 • 8149 CALL 24 HOURS/DAY FOR ORDERS; FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE, CALL 8AM–9PM EST MON.–FRI. OR 10AM–6PM EST SAT.–SUN.

Uplifting Bunny Birdfeeder
A benevolent bunny becomes the adorable base for
our basin-style feeder, designed to attract a wide
variety of songbirds. Versatile by nature, this sweet
statue can also be a bird bath, succulent planter or an
indoor spot to throw keys and mail. Made of handpainted resin to look like aged concrete, it’s cute
from every angle and surprisingly lightweight, making
it convenient to clean or relocate.
63558 (16"h, 10"w, 9¾"d) $49.99

HOP TO IT!

EASTER AND MOTHER'S DAY
ARE COMING SOON.

